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Introduction 

Thank you for choosing a HS 600 instrument table. Provided you comply carefully with the regulations in this instruction 

manual, we can guarantee the reliable and unproblematic use of our product.

Purpose of use 

The instrument table HSM 600 is intended as a support for ophthalmological instruments. 

Contraindication 

For examinations with this instrument table no absolute contraindications are known. Professional judgment and caution 

are appropriate. 

Cover picture: Instrument table HSM 600 Typ Slit lamp large (Product no. 7220609  incl. 
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1. Safety 

 

1.1 Areas of application of the instrument table 
The instrument table HSM 600 is intended for use in ophthalmologist's practices, eye hospitals and optometrists' and 

opticians' premises. 

1.2 Ambient conditions 

 

1.3 Shipment and unpacking 
Before you unpack the instrument table, check whether the packaging shows traces of incorrect handling or damage. If 

this is the case, notify the transport company that has delivered the goods to you. Unpack the instrument table together 

with a representative of the transport company. Make a report of any damaged parts. This report must be signed by you 

and by the representative of the transport company.  

Leave the instrument table in the packaging for a few hours before unpacking it (condensation). 

Check the instrument table for damage after it is unpacked. Return defective instrument tables in appropriate packaging.  

1.4 Installation warnings 
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1.5 Operation, environment 

 

1.6 Disinfection 

 

(For more information on cleaning, please refer to "Maintenance chapter") 

1.7 Warranty and product liability 
The product must be treated as described in chapter 1 "Safety". Improper handling can damage the product. This would 

void all warranty claims. 

Continued use of a product damaged by incorrect handling may lead to personal injury. In this case, the manufacturer 

accepts no liability. 

1.8 Symbols 
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2. Overview HSM 600 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 BX 900  
7220613 230V 
7220614 120V
7220615 230V LAN
7229616 120V

SL LARGE 
7220609 230V
7220610 120V
7220611 230V LAN
7220612 120V

SL PS LED SMALL 
7220601 230V
7220602 120V
7220603 230V LAN
7220604 120V

SL RM 02 SMALL 
7220605 230V
7220606 120V
7220607 230V LAN
7220608 120V

OCTOPUS 600 
7220625 230V
7220626 120V
7220627 230V 
7220628 120V

OCTOPUS 900 
7220621 230V
7220622 120V
7220623 230V LAN
7220624 120V

LENSTAR  
7220617 230V
7220618 120V
7220619 230V LAN
7220620 120V

7220613 230V  
120V 

7220615 230V LAN 
120V LAN 

SL LARGE  
7220609 230V 

120V 
7220611 230V LAN 

120V LAN 

SL PS LED SMALL  
7220601 230V 

120V 
7220603 230V LAN 

120V LAN 

SL RM 02 SMALL  
7220605 230V 

120V 
7220607 230V LAN 

120V LAN 

OCTOPUS 600  
625 230V 

120V 
7220627 230V LAN 

120V LAN 

OCTOPUS 900  
21 230V 

120V 
7220623 230V LAN 

120V LAN 

 
0617 230V 

120V 
7220619 230V LAN 

120V LAN 
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3. Transport HSM 600 

 

3.1 Over short distances 
Release the wheel locks on the doctor’s side and roll to the desired location. 

 

3.2 Over long distances 
Set the table board to the lowest position and disconnect the electric power supply cable from the power supply. Release 

the wheel locks on the doctor’s side and roll to the desired location.  
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4. Assembly / Installation HSM 600

4.1 Connecting lifting column

Place the HS 600 table top with the backside upturned. Ensure that the table top is placed on a soft material (to prevent 

damages and scratches on top side). Plug the

column (see blue arrow) and secure the cable with the white cable tie.

 

 

cable lug 

Assembly / Installation HSM 600 

 

 

lifting column 

 

Place the HS 600 table top with the backside upturned. Ensure that the table top is placed on a soft material (to prevent 

damages and scratches on top side). Plug the green-yellow grounding cable to one of the both cable lugs of the lifting 

column (see blue arrow) and secure the cable with the white cable tie. 
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Place the HS 600 table top with the backside upturned. Ensure that the table top is placed on a soft material (to prevent 

yellow grounding cable to one of the both cable lugs of the lifting 
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Remove only the two screws (M6x16) on side of lifting column. 

remove it through the wide opening.  

Note: It is not required to remove the other 6 screws (each 3 on the right and left side).

Insert the cable whip and the grounding cable in the cable duct

4.2 Mounting of lifting column
During the transport the lifting column is fully retracted. Connect the lifting column to the mains supply. 

Prior to inserting the screws, move the 

Switch the lifting column ON (use toggle switch "green" illuminated). 

respective chapter. 

 

(M6x16) on side of lifting column. Shift the metal housing to the right and 

 

remove the other 6 screws (each 3 on the right and left side). 

Insert the cable whip and the grounding cable in the cable duct.  

Mounting of lifting column 
During the transport the lifting column is fully retracted. Connect the lifting column to the mains supply. 

move the lifting column approx. 5cm upwards. 

(use toggle switch "green" illuminated). Move up by pressing the rocker switch (black)

wide opening 
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metal housing to the right and now it is easy to 

 

During the transport the lifting column is fully retracted. Connect the lifting column to the mains supply.  

Move up by pressing the rocker switch (black). See 
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Place the lifting column on the 8 pre-drilled holes (each 4 holes on the right and left side)

Now insert the 8 screws: 

- 4x M6x16 (Control panel fore) 

- 4x M6x25 incl. washers (column rear)

Fully tighten all 8 screws and make sure all screws are tightened properly.

 

 

 

 

connect the mains cable 

drilled holes (each 4 holes on the right and left side) 

 

4x M6x25 incl. washers (column rear) 

make sure all screws are tightened properly. 

 

5 cm upwards 

4 x M6 x 16 

4 x M6 x 25 
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4.3 Mounting of base plate 
Castors are preinstalled (on doctor's side castors with wheel lock)

Note: The weight of the stable base plate amounts 24 kg! Two 

plate 

First remove the assembly aid (knurled nut M6) on the bottom of lifting column. Put on the base plate 

and tighten the plate with the knurled nut M6.  

Before installing keep the 4 screws (M6x45 incl. washers)

Insert the 4 screws (M6x45 incl. washers)

Fully tighten all 4 screws and make sure all screws are tightened properly.

4x M6x45 

Remove the nut M6  

 
are preinstalled (on doctor's side castors with wheel lock) 

: The weight of the stable base plate amounts 24 kg! Two persons are required for a safe assembly of the base 

(knurled nut M6) on the bottom of lifting column. Put on the base plate 

and tighten the plate with the knurled nut M6.   

 

the 4 screws (M6x45 incl. washers) and the hexagon socket screw key 

screws (M6x45 incl. washers) 

Fully tighten all 4 screws and make sure all screws are tightened properly. 

Tighten the nut M6 
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are required for a safe assembly of the base 

 

(knurled nut M6) on the bottom of lifting column. Put on the base plate  

 ready. 
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Connect the cold-device plug from lifting column with a local used power supply cable. 

Insert the power supply cable into the cable holder and fix it with a cable tie. 

4.4 Levelling of HSM 600 instrument table

 

If for any reason (e.g. uneven floor) the table top is not 

8.4 mm (max. 3 washers per castor are allowed)

Note: Before manipulation place the HSM 600 instruments table careful on thick foam.

Situation 1 

Table top drops away to the open side of the 

Use the washers according to the need but max 3 washers per castor

Install the washers on both castors on open side of the table 

Situation 2 

Table top drops away in direction to the lifting column 

Use the washers according to the need but

Install the washers on both castors - column side  

4.5 Instrument table top Octopus 600 (special small versio
Installation of the column and base plate is done in the same way

device plug from lifting column with a local used power supply cable.  

Insert the power supply cable into the cable holder and fix it with a cable tie.  

of HSM 600 instrument table  

uneven floor) the table top is not levelled, it is possible to level the table top with the 6 washers Ø 

8.4 mm (max. 3 washers per castor are allowed) 

Note: Before manipulation place the HSM 600 instruments table careful on thick foam.  

to the open side of the of instruments table  

Use the washers according to the need but max 3 washers per castor 

tors on open side of the table  

to the lifting column  

Use the washers according to the need but max 3 washers per castor 

column side   

Instrument table top Octopus 600 (special small version) 
Installation of the column and base plate is done in the same way as described before. 

ONLY OCTOPUS 600
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it is possible to level the table top with the 6 washers Ø 

 

ONLY OCTOPUS 600 

Max. 3 washers per 

castor are allowed 
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Uninstall the metal cable cover 

Insert the cable whip trough the opening in the table top and then re

4.6 Mounting of optional shelves (PC shelf or standard shelf)

Insert the green-yellow grounding cable in the cable duct and plug it to one of the both cable lugs of the lifting column. 

Secure the cable with the white cable tie. 

Insert the 4 screws M4x10 and tighten them

For double installation of PC shelf and standard shelf

the scope of delivery. 

PC shelf (doctor‘s side)  

4x M4x10 

 

Insert the cable whip trough the opening in the table top and then re-install the cable cover. (Fully tighten both screws).

Mounting of optional shelves (PC shelf or standard shelf) 

yellow grounding cable in the cable duct and plug it to one of the both cable lugs of the lifting column. 

Secure the cable with the white cable tie.  

them firmly. 

and standard shelf additional 4 screws M4x10 (ISO 7380) incl. nuts and washers 

grounding cable 

double installation 
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install the cable cover. (Fully tighten both screws). 

 

yellow grounding cable in the cable duct and plug it to one of the both cable lugs of the lifting column. 

4 screws M4x10 (ISO 7380) incl. nuts and washers are in 
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4.7 Screw Sets 

SCREW SET 1 (for base plate)  

Consists of: 

- 4x screws M6x45 incl. 4 washers (DIN 912)

- 1x cable tie 

- preinstalled on the bottom of lifting column

assembly aid for mounting base plate

 

 

SCREW SET 2 (for lifting column)  

Consists of: 

- 4x screws M6x16 (DIN 912) - for control panel mounted on lifting column

- 4x screws M6x25 incl. washers (DIN 912) 

SCREW SET 3 (for levelling)  

Consists of: 

- 6x washers Ø 8.4mm (DIN 125)

Option 

SCREW SET 4 (for PC shelf or standard shelf)

Consists of: 

- 4x screws M4x10 (ISO 7380) 

 

M6x45 incl. 4 washers (DIN 912) 

of lifting column: 1x knurled nut M6 incl. washer and spring washer (DIN 467) 

assembly aid for mounting base plate 

for control panel mounted on lifting column 

4x screws M6x25 incl. washers (DIN 912) - for lifting column 

8.4mm (DIN 125) 

SCREW SET 4 (for PC shelf or standard shelf) 
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1x knurled nut M6 incl. washer and spring washer (DIN 467) - 
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5. Commissioning / Operation / Decommissioning

5.1 Commissioning HSM 600
If the instrument table HSM 600 is connected to the power supply, it is ready for use.

5.2 Operation HSM 600 
The HSM 600 instrument table is equipped with a

front of the table top (doctor's side). The height can be adjusted via a rocker switch (right).

toggle switch (left) is the ON-OFF switch of the HSM 600

(Doctor’s side) 

5.3 Decommissioning HSM 600
Disconnect the HSM 600 instrument table from the power supply by disconnecting the plug. 

6. Technical data 
230 V (see type label*) 

Input voltage 

Output voltage 

120 V (see type label*) 

Input voltage 

Output voltage 

Fuses: 

230 V version 

120 V version 

Protection type 

Protection class 

Swivel castors** 

Lifting capacity (kg) 

Stroke length 

Lifting speed 

Toggle switch 
Table on-off 

Commissioning / Operation / Decommissioning 

Commissioning HSM 600 
If the instrument table HSM 600 is connected to the power supply, it is ready for use. 

The HSM 600 instrument table is equipped with an electrically lifting column. The control panel is installed on the 

The height can be adjusted via a rocker switch (right). The green illuminated 

OFF switch of the HSM 600 

 

Decommissioning HSM 600 
Disconnect the HSM 600 instrument table from the power supply by disconnecting the plug. 

230 V 50/60 

230 V 50/60 Hz / 850 VA

120 V 50/60 Hz / 750 VA

120 V 50/60 Hz / 700 VA

Rocker switch  
Table up-down 
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The control panel is installed on the 

The green illuminated 

Disconnect the HSM 600 instrument table from the power supply by disconnecting the plug.  

230 V 50/60 Hz / 900 VA 

230 V 50/60 Hz / 850 VA 

120 V 50/60 Hz / 750 VA 

120 V 50/60 Hz / 700 VA 

2 x T4.0 A 

2 x T6.3 A 

IP 20 

I 

4 

50 

200 mm 

17 mm/s 
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*The type label is located on the bottom of the control panel (doctor's side) 

** The instrument table for Octopus 600 is equipped with 4 adjustable feet (no castors). 

6.1 Dimensions / Weight 

Type HSM 600 for Slit Lamp small  

Dimensions of table top (mm) 860 x 400 

Height (min/max in mm) 674 / 928 

Weight (kg) 48 

Type HSM 600 for Slit Lamp large 

Dimensions of table top (mm) 1150 x 440 

Height (min/max in mm) 674 / 928 

Weight (kg) 51 

Type HSM 600 for BX 900 

Dimensions of table top (mm) 1150 x 440 

Height (min/max in mm) 674 / 928 

Weight (kg) 53 

Type HSM 600 for Lenstar 

Dimension of table top (mm) 1150 x 440 

Height (min/max in mm) 674 / 928 

Weight (kg) 51  

Type HSM 600 for Octopus 900 

Dimension of table top (mm) 1080 x 480 

Height (min/max in mm) 674 / 928 

Weight (kg) 57  

Type HSM 600 for Octopus 600 

Dimension of table top (mm) 560 x 640 mm 

Height (min/max in mm) 616 / 870 

Weight (kg) 29 

 

 

Note: 

The HSM 600 instrument table is delivered without power supply cable. 

To connect the instrument table to the local power supply please use the country specific cable.  

7. Maintenance / Replacing fuse / Cleaning / Wiping disinfection 

7.1 Maintenance 

Die HSM 600 Instrument tables are practically maintenance-free and require only minimum care in order to work 

for as long as possible to your complete satisfaction. We do, however, recommend having the tables serviced 

every three years by an authorised service technician. HAAG STREIT or the local agent will be happy to provide 

further information.  

 

Repeat inspections and inspection after repair of medical electrical equipment according to the directives DIN EN 62353 

(IEC 62353) are prescribed by HS DOMS GMBH every two years. 

Observe the corresponding country-specific regulations. 

7.2 Replacing fuses 

The fuses F1 und F2 are located left at the control panel below the table top.  

Mains power 230 V = 2x T4.0 Fuses 

Mains power 120 V = 2x T6.3 Fuses 
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- Disconnect the electric power supply cable 

- Unlock the fuse holder with a screw driver to the left and pull out. 

- Replace fuse 

- Insert fuse holder and lock it again with a screw driver

- Reconnect the electric power supply cable

 

 

 

 

7.3 Cleaning 

It is sufficient to wipe the instrument table down with a soft, dry cloth.

In addition, the table can also be cleaned with a lin

7.4 Wiping disinfection 

The plastic-coated surfaces and the aluminium anodized housing of the column may be disinfected by wiping.

Approved by HS DOMS GMBH are the follow

 

Meliseptol rapid – Rapid disinfectant Ref. 18564 

Meliseptol Foam pure - Ref.19171 

(Manufacturer: Braun Melsungen AG  D

 

Incidin liguid Ref. 3011340 

(Manufacturer: Ecolab Deutschland GmbH, Ecolab

 

Aseptix Sterimax Wipes Ref. SMXWI100

Aseptix Sterimax Spray Ref. SMX750 

(Manufacturer: Aseptix BV 3632 AD Loenen aan de Vecht/Netherland www.aseptix.com

Disconnect the electric power supply cable  

Unlock the fuse holder with a screw driver to the left and pull out.  

Insert fuse holder and lock it again with a screw driver 

Reconnect the electric power supply cable 

2 Fuses (F1 + F2) 

It is sufficient to wipe the instrument table down with a soft, dry cloth. 

In addition, the table can also be cleaned with a lint-free cloth lightly moistened with water and mild soap.

 

aluminium anodized housing of the column may be disinfected by wiping.

following products for wiping disinfection:  

Rapid disinfectant Ref. 18564  

Melsungen AG  D-34209 Melsungen, www.bbraun.de 

(Manufacturer: Ecolab Deutschland GmbH, Ecolab-Allee 1,40789 Monheim am Rhein  www.ecolab.com

Aseptix Sterimax Wipes Ref. SMXWI100 

: Aseptix BV 3632 AD Loenen aan de Vecht/Netherland www.aseptix.com 
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with water and mild soap. 

aluminium anodized housing of the column may be disinfected by wiping. 

Allee 1,40789 Monheim am Rhein  www.ecolab.com 
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Bacillol 30 Foam Ref. 981307 / Bacillol 30 Tissues Ref. 981312 

(Manufacturer: BODE Chemie GmbH D-22525 Hamburg www.bode-chemie.com 
 

Attention: 

Liquid must not be allowed to enter the instruments table or the control panel during cleaning works.  

Prior to these works, always switch off the instruments table by pressing the toggle-switch “ON/OFF” (see page 10). Before 

switching ON again, you have to make sure that it is entirely dry. No liquids or cleaning detergents may enter the instruments 

table.  

 

8. Legal regulation / Classification / Disposal / Standards 

8.1 Legal regulations 

• HS DOMS GMBH maintains a quality management system in accordance with EN ISO 9001:2008. 

• The HSM 600 instrument tables were developed and designed in accordance with the standards EN 

60601-1-2:2007-12 and EN 14971. Production, testing, set-up, maintenance and repairs are performed 

taking EU-standards into account. 

• The EN 60601-1-2:2007-12 standard must be observed when using different medical and / or non medical 

electrical appliances in combination. 

• Compliance of the HSM 600 instrument tables with the Directive 93/42/EEC is confirmed by the CE 

marking.  

• A copy of the declaration of conformity and the EMC information (electromagnetic compatibility for the 

HSM 600 instrument tables can be requested from HS DOMS GMBH.  

• The statutory accident regulations must be observed. 

8.2 Classification 

 

8.3 Disposal 

Electrical and electronic devices must be disposed of separately from domestic refuse. This appliance was made available 

for sale after the 13th August 2005. Disposal through the local collecting point or your Haag-Streit dealer. 

 

8.4 Standards 
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Information and manufacturer’s declaration concerning electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 

 

8.4 General 

HSM 600 instrument tables comply with the requirements on electromagnetic compatibility according to EN 60601-1-3 

The devices are built so that the generation and emission of electromagnetic interference is limited to the extent that 

other devices are not disturbed in their use in accordance with the regulations and so that the devices themselves have 

appropriate immunity to electromagnetic interference. 

 

8.5 Emitted interference (standard table 1) 

 

8.6 Immunity (standard table 2) 
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8.7 Immunity on non-life support devices (standard table 4) 

 

8.8 Safe distances for non-life-supporting devices (standard table 6) 
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MANUFACTURER 

HS DOMS GmbH 

Langenschader Strasse 67 

D-07318 Saalfeld, Germany 

Phone:++ 49 3671 54 50 0 

Fax: ++ 49 3671 54 50 20 

info@doms.eu 

www.hs-doms.com       

  

Medical Device Directory 

Medical Product, classification 1 
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